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EFFECTSOF BROADENEDPROPERTYFUELSONRADIANTHEATFLUX
TO GASTURBINECOMBUSTORLINERS
John B. Haggard, Jr.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
SUMMARY
The effects of fuel type, inlet air pressure, inlet air temperature, and
fuel/air ratio on the combustor radiation were investigated• Combustor liner
radiant heat flux measurements were made in the spectral region between 0,14
and 6.5 microns at threelocations in a modified commercial aviation can com-
bustor. Two fuels, Jet A and a heavier distillate research fuel called ERBS
were used. The use of ERBSfuel as opposed to Jet A under similar operating
conditions resulted in increased radiation to the combustor liner and hence
o_ increased backside liner temperature• This increased radiation resulted in
liner temperature increases always less than 73° C The increased radiation
' is shown by way of calculations to be the result of increased soot concentra-
tions in the combustor. The increased liner temperatures indicated can sub-
stantially affect engine maintenance costs by reducing combustor liner life up
to 1/3 because of the rapid decay in liner material properties when operated
beyond their design conditions.
INTRODUCTION
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the effects of
fuel type and combustor operating conditions on the radiant heat flux in the
principle zones of a JT8-D combustor. These measurements were analyzed to
determine, within the assumption of equilibrium flame temperature, the soot
concentration along the length of the combustor. Knowledge of local radiant
heat flux is important in the design of combustor liners• Excessive radiant
heat loads to the liner require additional combustor air for liner cooling, at
the expense of combustor air needed for dilution mixing, to attain a satisfac-
tory temperature pattern factor at the turbine entrance.
With the advent of higher fuel costs as well as the potential threat of
lack of availability of commercial aviation fuels, the NASA-LeRChas been
engaged in a systematic research program to define and resolve potential prob-
lems in expanding the range of mid-distillate fuels which the commercial avia-
tion industry could safely use. The use of lower quality mid distillate
fuels, with increased aromatic content, causes increased liner temperatures as
a result of increased radiation. Generally, the increase in liner temperature
using ERBSinstead of Jet A is deceptively small (usually less than 100° C).
But this additional small thermal load, can substantially reduce liner life
and increase maintenance costs•
The present investigation attempts to examine the effect of fuel type and
combustor operating conditions on radiant heat flux. Radiant heat flux meas-
urements were made over the wavelength interval 0.14 to 6.5 microns from which
zonal averaged soot concentration measurements were calculated assuming that
local equilibriumconditionsexistedthroughoutthe flow field. Tests were
conductedwith Jet A and an researchfu_l called ERBS. Combustoroperating
pressurevaried from 27.4 to 172.9 N/cm_, fuel-airratios from 0.006 to
0.0161 and inlet-airtemperaturefrom 400 to 700 K. Radiantheat flux meas-
urementswere taken at three axial locationson the combustorliner wall.
ANALYSIS
A computerprogramwas developedto model the combustionactivity inside
the combustorand extractestimatesof local soot concentrationsfrom the
total radiometermeasurements. The total radiationreceivedby each
radiometeris relatedto the radiationreflectedor emittedby the far side of
the inner combustorwall, the band radiationfrom the rotationaland vibra-
tional transitionsof moleculesof the interveninghot gas and the black body
continuumradiationfrom discretesoot particlesin the flow. The radiometer,
becauseof the sapphirecover window,receivedradiationwithin the wavelength
interval0.14 to 6.5 _m, an intervalwhich containsa substantialpart of the
total energy received. In the computerprogram,radiationfrom the liner wall
was neglectedsince, generally,the wall is at a much cooler temperaturethan
the gas.
It was assumedthat each radiometerlocationin the flow was one dimen-
sional and that chemicalequilibriumexistedat each radiometersite. For the
purposes of calculation,27 percentof the total air flow was assumedto be
brought in upstreamof primaryzone radiometersite, 35 percentupstreamof
secondarysite, and 59.5 percentupstreamof the dilutionsite. These per-
centagescorrespondedto the actualpecentagesof total open liner area avail-
able for air penetrationupstreamof the site reported. The local equivalence
ratio at each site can be calculatedby:
(f/a)Total/(f/a)Stoichiometric
@ = Fractionof total air broughtin upstreamLocal
where (f/a)Stnichinm_tricequals 0.06824for Jet A and 0.06924for ERBS
fuel. The loc_l-m61e-fractionsof COp and H20, as well as flame tempera-
ture, were calculatedby knowingthe Tocal equivalanceratio using the NASA
EquilibriumProgram (ref. l).
The gas band radiationmodeled in the computerprogram involvedonly the
local concentrationof water vapor and carbondioxide. Using the wide expo-
nentialband model of Edwardset al, references2 - 4 (used at times beyond
the temperaturelimitover which its been verified)a bandwidthor an equiva-
lent wavelengthintervalwas found for ea_ of the major ban_ of CO2 andH20. If Ai_ is the bandwidthof the j band and the i_" gas in
units of wav_number (cm-l) then
_ij = C1ijXi
!
if Bij_ I _, Aij _ BijC3ij
2
)1/2#_ij = C2ij (XiPeij - BijC3ij
l
if Bij <_1 €,BijC3ij < Aij <-C3ij (2 - Bij)
/_ij= C3ij In + 2 - _ij
4C2ij
0
if Bij < 1 €,Aij > C3ij (2 - Bij)
Aij = ClijXi
I
if Bij < 1 E, ]_ij <- C3ij
I
if Bij < 1 €,/_ij->C3ij
where CIj.-,C2i', and C3i.j are optical parametersthat are a function
of local _empera_ureonly and are reportedin reference3. The parameter
Bi. is equal to (C_ijPe)/(4CIjjC3ij).The parameter Xi is the
ma_s path length ana is equal to the productof gas densityof the absorbing
speciesfor the band at test pressureand temperaturetimes the optical path
lengthwhich was held constantat 17.78 cm for the calculations.
Pe is a pressureparametersuch that:
Peij =[Pi + bij (i- pi)] nij
where Pi is the partialpressureof the ith absorbingspecies in
atmospheresand nij and bij are opticalconstantsspecifiedin reference3.
After all the bandwidthsfor the two absorbingspecieswere determinedat
a given radiometersite and test conditionand changedto wavelengthinter-
vals, delij, from wavenumbers;the bandwidthsand tabulatedband centers,
lami=,were examinedby the computerto remove any band overlapswhere two
band_ would merge into one.
The total band radiation Rb in the wavelengthintervalbetween .14
and 6.5 _m was found by the computertechniqueof integrationof the black
body spectralemissivepower over each appropriategas band, by summingwithin
a band in a series of 0.01 _m subintervals.
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Hence,
b i j k x ijk (E21( ijkTF))- 1]
where: k is the subinterval designator, _Xk -- O.1 um; _i_k is the
wavelength in the center of each subinterval; E1 = 0.5944x1_ -12 W/cm2
and E2 = 1.4388 cm K.
The k summation was carried out over the entire bandwidth of the j
band, from lamij- delij/2to lamij+ delij/2.
If RT is the experimentaltotal radiationheat flux measurementfor a
given radiometerlocationand given test conditionand RS is the soot com-
ponent of the radiantheat flux, RS can be expressedas the difference
betweenthe total radiation(RT) and the band radiation(Rb).
RS = RT - Rb
Using the opticalpropertiesof propanesoot as determinedby Dalzelland
Sarofim,reference5, and a trial and error computertechnique,a soot concen-
trationwas guessedand the radiationfrom trial soot concentrationat the
appropriatelocal test conditionswas found in the wavelengthintervalbetween
0.14 and 6.5 um, not includingthe gas band intervalsin this regionbecause
these intervalsalreadysaturatedwith black body radiationhave alreadybeen
subtractedfrom the total radiationmeasurement. Therefore,
2_ E1 [i - exp (-KCS)][a_k]
x5_k [exp (E2/(xkTF)) - I]k
where _ is non gas band designatorin the wavelengthinterval0.14 to 6.5
_m, S is the opticalpath lengthwhich was held constantat 17.78 cm for the
calculations,C is soot volume concentrationand is equal to _he soot concen-
trationdividedby the densityof soot (assumedto be 2 gm/cmj) K is a
spectralabsorptioncoefficientdeterminedby Dalzelland Sarofim(ref. 5).
The followingcurve fit equationswere used:
K(_) = 3.8x104_-1.48 if _ < 0.52 _m
6.23x104_-0.7232if 0.52 _m < _ < 1.8 _m
9.72x104_-1.48 if _ > 1.8 _m
RS trial was comparedwith the measuredsoot radiation RS and a
new estimateof soot concentrationwas made. This processwas repeateduntil
the resultingsum matchedthe measuredsoot radiationestimate. In this way,
local soot concentrationestimateswere found. A summaryof the computer
resultsfor the test conditionsused in this study are given in table VI.
APPARATUSANDPROCEDURE
Test Facility
The test facility is shown schematically in figure 1. Laboratory-wide
high pressure cold combustion air up to 25 atmospheres is supplied to this
facility through flow straighteners and subsequently the flow is regulated and
metered up to i0 kg/sec using an orifice. The air is then split into two
legs, a cold and a hot, to gain more accurate temperature control. In the hot
leg the air is passed over a natural gas fired heat exchanger. The air
remains nonvitiated. The cold leg has a regulating value to apportion the
split between the hot and cold leg. The two airstreams rejoin and are allowed
to become well mixed before entering the test section, which houses the com-
bustor and test instrumentation. Combustor inlet air temperatures up to 870°K
are attainable with this system. A back pressure control valve downstream of
a water spray controls the combustor operating pressure.
Test Section
The test section is shown in figure 2. It consisted of tubular pressure
housings, the combustor, fuel lines, fuel injector, ignitor and associated
instrumentation. The associated test instrumentation consisted of pressure
transducers, thermocouple rakes, gas sampling probes and three hot wall radio-
meters, shown mounted into pressure housing in figure 3. The pressure trans-
ducers, located upstream and downstream of the combustor, sensed the combustor
inlet air pressure and pressure drop through the combustor. The thermocouple
rakes and gas sampling probes, whose relative locations are shown in figure 4,
were located downstream of the combustor. Forty thermocouples were evenly
divided onto eight rakes so that a truly representative temperature map of the
exit plane could be obtained. Likewise, four gas sampling probes also spread
evenly over an exit cross section were connected to gas analysis equipment
which measured NO, NOx, THC, COand CO2.
Three total radiometers manufactured by Medtherm Corporation (Model 20)
were used in the tests. As shown in figure 5, they were mounted directly (by
way of a threaded boss) into the high pressure housing. The radiometers
extended inside the housing along a cylinder radius so that the tips of the
radiometers went into an appropriate combustor liner dilution or drilled hole
and ended at the radius of the inside surface of the combustor. The radio-
meters are water cooled with a nitrogen purge on the outside of a sapphire
window protecting the detector element. The radiometer had a 50° field of
view and monitored total combustor radiation in the wavelength interval 0.14
to 6.5 _m. Each radiometer was calibrated so that the millivolt output of the
device corresponded to a radiant heat flux in W/cm2.
The combustor is a single JT8-D can of the type currently in commercial
aviation service. The combustor, composed of ten rings and a dome, had
louvers to provide film cooling. Each of the ten rings are labeled A through
J for the purposes of the report. Ring A being the ring nearest the dome.
Two thermocouples were located on the opposite exterior sides of each ring, as
well as four thermocouples on the outside of the dome. These backside thermo-
couple locations are shown in figure 6.
Table I presentsthe locationof the total radiometersused in this study
and the spectralradiancemeasurementreported in reference6. The two dilu-
tion zone radiometerlocationsas well as the total radiometersecondaryzone
locationviewed combustiongases inside the combustorthroughstandarddilu-
tion holes in the combustorliner. In the remainingthree locationssmall
nonstandardholes were drilledinto the liner. Fuel was fed to the dual ori-
fice injectorin the combustorthrougha penetrationin the high pressure
housing. The fuel flows were meteredusing turbineflowmeters.
Fuels
Two fuels were used in this study, Jet A, the presentday keroseneuse by
the commercialaviationfleet and researchfuel called ERBS discussedin
references7 and 8. Some of the differencesin fuel characteristicsare shown
in table II. The ERBS is a slightlypoorer qualityfuel as comparedwith Jet
A in that its hydrogencontent,and net heat of combustionis reduced. Only
the aromaticcontentand sulfurcontentof the ERBS fuel show substantially
differentlevels than Jet A.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
CollectedData
Table Ill to VI presentthe operatingconditionsand resultingtest vari-
ables for this study of flame radiationin a modified can-annularcombustor.
Table III containsthe combustoroperatingparametersand emissionsdata.
Using the combustorinlet pressureand temperature,overallfuel-airmass
ratio, and weight percenthydrogenfor the Jet A and ERBS fuel; the NASA
EquilibriumComputerProgram (ref. l), was used to predictthe adiabaticcom-
bustor exit temperature. This was done to gain some insightand confidence
into the validityof assumingchemicalequilibriumthroughoutthe combustor
for the purposesof extractingsoot concentrationinformationfrom the total
radiationmeasurements. These calculatedadiabaticequilibriumexit tempera-
tures were on the average17 K+IO K above the measuredaverageexit tempera-
ture. This resultwas entirel_satisfactorysince radial heat losses from the
pressurehousingwere neglectedin the computation. The applicabilityof
chemicalequilibriuminsidethe combustorcloser to the fuel injectoris
unknown Data was obtainedover a range_of inlet temperaturesfrom 400 to 700
K, inlet pressuresfrom 27.4 to 172 N/cm_, and fuel-airmass ratios from
0.006 to 0.0161. Tests were run at representativecombustoroperating
conditions.
Table IV presentsthe averagebacksideliner temperatures. Each reading
is the arithmaticaverageof the two thermocouplereadingsat the different
circumferentialpositionson the indicatedliner ring. The two companionrun
with Jet A and ERBS fuel, conductedat nearlythe same fuel-airratios are
compared by substractingthe benchmarkJet A test temperaturefrom the ERBS
fuel temperature. The peak temperaturedifference(the greatestexcess ERBS
temperature)of 72.6 K occurred in runs 13 and 14 at liner ring B located12.7
cm from the injectorface. The averageexcess ERBS temperaturewas 30 K+18 K.
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Table V presents the fuel flow parametric measurements. A dual orifice
nozzle was used in the study, to extend the operating range of the nozzle.
All of the test at inlet pressures belRw 70 N/cmz were run with the primary
nozzle only, while at or above 70 N/cm_ both orifices were used. The use of
two orifices may well produce a rather wide bimodal distribution of droplet
sizes, with the primary nozzle producing small droplets and the secondary
larger sizes. This variation together with the variation in fuel properties,
ERBSfuel producing larger droplet sizes because of higher viscosity, may well
be partly responsible for the elevated soot levels observed at higher pressure
conditions and observed for ERBSover Jet A fuel.
Table VI presents the computer program, described in the analysis sec-
tion, output results, together with the measured total radiation data in the
primary, secondary, and dilution zones. It should be noted that some of the
radiation data was not taken, particularly dilution zone data, and hence the
analysis of that data is missing. This resulted because of a rather high rate
of radiometer failure by the inadvertant melting of the solder holding the
detector leads at the point where they exited the radiometer. A potential
correction to the problem, as yet untried, was to enclose the leads in a
stainless steel tube that stands off the radiometer base.
By simple averaging of all of the data of the ratios of ERBStotal
radiant heat flux measurements to the companion Jet A measurement, it was
found that the ERBSfuel produced a 4 percent increase in the primary zone and
an 8.4 percent increase in radiant heat flux in the secondary zone. Observing
the soot concentration columns, a simple average of all of the data of the
ratios of ERBSsoot concentration to the companion Jet A measurement was
obtained. It was found that the ERBSfuel caused a 23 percent increase in
soot concentration in the primary zone and a 41 percent increase in the
secondary zone.
Examination of the three columns labeled primary, secondary, and dilution
zone ratio of band to soot radiation shows an experimental variation about
unity with differing operating conditions. Whenthe ratio value is less than
one, soot radiation dominates over band radiation. It can be seen that soot
radiation becomes most dominant over band radiation (a) in the primary zone at
high inlet temperatures (620 to 700 K) and mid-range fuel-air mass ratios
(0.01 to 0.0137) and (b) in the secondary zone at mid to high pressures (71 to
171N/cm 2) and high fuel-air ratios (0.013 to 0.016).
Measured Total Radiation Behavior
The total radiation measurements in table VI are presented in figures 7,
8, and 9. They are intended to show in parametric fashion some of the radia-
tion effects found in this experiment. In all the three figures the ERBSdata
fell above the Jet A data in twenty of the twenty-two unique corresponding
data pairs presented.
In figure 7, flame radiation is plotted versus inlet pressure at two
different inlet temperatures, 535 and 701K and two different fuel-air mass
ratios, 0.0101 and 0155. At low pressure generally the primary zone issued
more radiation than the secondary zone, while the reverse is true at high
pressures. The effect of pressure on flame radiation is shown to be
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nonlinear. A power law formulation of the form: flame radiation _ pconstant
was fit to the data in figure 7. The result suggested little sensitivity of
power exponent of pressure to the fuel type. The power exponents calculated
0.57+0.3 are reasonable values, falling between the unity value of a optically
thin--volume emitter and zero for an optically thick black body emitter. The
greatest difference between the ERBSand Jet A data occurred at inlet tempera-
tures of 700 K, fuel-air mass ratios of 0.0155 and pressures of 70 to I00
N/cm2.
Figure 8 presents radiant heat flux as a function of fuel-air mass ratio
at two different pressures 33.7 and 169.4 N/cm2 and a single inlet tempera-
ture 701K. It can be seen that increasing the fuel-air mass ratio tends to
elevate the secondary zone radiation reading more quickly than the primary
zone readings. This effect may be the result of increased fuel flow causing
the zone of chemical reaction to extend further downstream of the injector.
The elevation of primary zone flame radiation with fuel-air mass ratio as
measured is generally less than that predicted by a simple elevation in
local-gas temperature as computed by the NASAEquilibrium Program as the
equivalence ratio is raised at a constant total emissivity, while secondary
zone flame radiation increases faster than that predicted by simple increase
in equivalence ratio.
Figure 9 presents radiant heat flux as a function of inlet temperature at
two different pressures 34 and 172 N/cm2 at a constant fuel-air mass ratio
of 0.0154. The increase in flame radiation with increasing inlet temperature
is generally more than would be predicted by the increase in local gas temper-
ature at constant total emissivity caused by the increase in reactant enthalpy.
It can be seen by the switch in peak radiation from the primary zone to
the secondary zone as the fuel-air ratio is increased and/or the pressure is
raised it appears the region of maximumburning intensity may be shifting
axially downstream.
Inferred Soot Concentration Behavior
Soot concentration data were obtained by inference and not direct meas-
urement, in a manner described in the analysis section of this report. Figure
10 presents the inferred soot concentration data plotted in semilog fashion as
a function of the calculated l_cal equilibrium _emperature for three _ifferent
pressure ranges, 27 to 35 N/cm_, 71 to 105 N/cm_, and 170 to 173 N/cm_.
The data in all three pressure ranges show in varying degrees, two trends. In
the temperature region in excess of 2000 K soot concentration falls off
sharply with a slope that appears to become steeper with increasing pressure.
Secondly, below 2000 K in the range 1500_o 2000 K the data seem to peak at
about I gm/nP in the low pressure, 4 gm/n_ in the midpressure region and 8
gm/nP in the high pressure region. This behavior is similar to the studies
of high temperature thermal decomposition of toluene in shock tubes (ref. 9),
where the peaks in the soot yield curve occurred at about 1800 K. The current
data appears rather homogenouswith respect to inlet temperature and fuel
type.
Figure 11 presents the behavior of inferred soot concentration plotted in
a semilog fashion as a function of pressure at four different calculated
average equilibrium temperatures, 1659, 1856, 2015, and 2306 K. In the lower
temperature domain (fig. ll(a) and (b)), the soot concentration is greatly
enhanced by increasing pressure, while only at thehighest temperatures
2306 K, spot concentration is relatively insensitive to pressure.
It would seem plausible considering the last two figures presented, that
one is observing a change in soot concentration behavior at or near the 2000 K
temperature range caused by either or both of two phenomena. Either (a) the
chemical kinetic route or rate limiting steps responsible for soot formation
is abruptly curtailed as the temperature is elevated by some set of high acti-
vation energy reactions competing for the key product intermediate species
necessary for soot formation, or (b) soot oxidation or burnout reactions
become much more efficient in the high temperature region.
Figure 12 presents a correlation of inferred soot concentration in the
secondary zone with soot concentration from SAEexhaust smoke number. The
soot concentration from the SAE smoke number was calculated by using a sug-
gested conversion in reference 10. Smoke number was converted to mass of soot
per standard volume and then corrected to actual exhaust volume conditions by
the perfect gas law. The result is shown in figure 12. It must be borne in
mind that an exactcorrespondence between soot concentrations measured two
different ways is not anticipated because of the different locations in the
combustor where the measurements are made. There appears to be approximately
a 300 fold drop in soot concentration between the front end of the secondary
zone and the combustor exhaust stream. The upward slope of the data indicates
the potential that the inferred soot concentration modeling effort, discussed
in the analysis section, is correctly tracking changes in soot concentration.
This result is similar to the results of Norgren, reference 10, who found a
near 1000 fold reduction between soot in the front end of the combustor and
exit conditions.
Combustor Liner Considerations
Two thermocouples were located on the backside or outside of each ring of
the combustor can. Each of the two readings were arithmatically averaged.
The resulting sequence of liner ring averaged temperatures described the axial
temperature variation at each test condition as shown in table IV. Figure 13
presents the axial variation of the normalized backside liner temperatures for
three characteristic test conditions run with Jet A fuel only. The normaliza-
tion was accomplished by subtracting inlet air temperature from the averaged
liner reading being plotted and dividing that result by the temperature dif-
ference between the combustor exit and inlet. From the figure it may be seen
that the backside liner temperatures are, as a result of liner wall film
cooling substantially below the gas exit temperatures of the combustor. The
first important temperature rise is at about 13 centimeters at liner ring B.
It is caused by flame radiation, conduction and convection of heat from the
hot gases in the primary zone. The normalized temperature ratio for these
tests varied from 0.47 to 0.17 with 0.354+0.091 being the _verage value
encountered. The data showed that at low--pressure 28 N/cm_, low fuel-air
mass ratio (0.006 to 0.009), and low inlet temperature, 400 K, produced the
expected lowest readings, while the highest readings occurred at the expected
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maximumpower conditions. Downstreamof liner ring B, the normalizedliner
temperatureratio falls as expected,becauseof the lower local equivalence
ratio encountered,until it reachesa minimum at liner ring E. Normalized
ratios as low as 0.088 and as high as 0.279 were encounteredat this station
using Jet A fuel, with 0.203+0.062being the averagevalue. Downstreamof
this stationthe normalizedtemperatureratio rises to its highestlevel in
the combustorat liner ring I, the next to last ring in the combustor. This
rise may be due to poor convectivecoolingon the outsidewall of the com-
bustor causedby the lack of a downstreamannulusair bleed and, hence, an
unfavorablerecirculatinglocal flow in that part of the air annulus. This
does not occur in aviationgas turbineengines. Normalizedtemperatureratios
at ring I varied from 0.46 to 0.57 with 0.528+0.029being the averagevalue.
Figure 14 presentsthe comparisonsbetweenbackside liner temperatures
using Jet A and ERBS fuel. When the local liner temperaturedifferenceat
each ring betweenJet A and ERBS fuel was comparedat nearly the same oper-
ating conditions,see table IV, it was found that nearly always the front end
or primaryzone of the combustorwas hotter using ERBS fuel than Jet A, while
the furtherdownstreamon the combustor,the more likelythat the Jet A tem-
peraturedata would be higher. Figure 14(a) shows at lower pressures,this
axial variationwith fuel-airmass ratio, a primarycorrelatingparameter. A
low fuel-airmass ratios,the dominationof the ERBS fuel temperaturedata
over the ERBS fuel temperaturedata over the Jet A data is limitedto the
front end of the combustor,while at high fuel-airratios the ERBS tempera-
tures are higherover nearly the entire lengthof the combustor. At high
pressurethe zone of excessradiationfrom ERBS fuel over Jet A coverednearly
the entire liner length and was independentof fuel-airmass ratio. The
magnitudeof the temperaturedifferencebetweenthe ERBS over Jet A data was,
at liner ring B, where a localmaximum in normalizedtemperatureratio exists,
always less than 73 K while typically30.3 K+18 K, see figure 14(b). At liner
ring E where there is a localminimum in no_alized temperatureratio, this
fuel effect temperaturedifferenceis alwaysless than 36°K while typically
13.4+10K. Finally,at the last liner ring J, it was found that the Jet A
data--wasnearly alwayshigher than the ERBS data by typically26.2+24.1K. It
was found on the averageover the axial range from liner ring B to'-J(12.7 to
44.7 cm downstreamof the injector),the ERBS temperaturestarted30.3 K above
the Jet A liner temperaturedata and this run averagedtemperaturedifference
decreased1.76 K per centimeterof downstreamdistanceas shown in figure
14(b).
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
Radiant heat flux measurements were taken of flame emission at three
locations in a modified JT8-D combustor. The following results were obtained.
(I) The ERBSfuel data as compared with Jet A data over a pressure range
of 28 to 172 N/cm2 and inlet temperatures 400 to 700 K, run at or nearly the
same fuel-air mass ratio showed an average increase in total radiant heat flux
to the primary zone of 4 percent and 8.4 percent in the secondary zone of the
combustor.
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(2) Under the assumptions of local equilibrium conditions and the
assumption that the soot produced has the same optical properties as propane
soot, it was found that the elevated ERBSfuel radiant heat flux was caused by
an average 23 percent increase in the primary zone soot concentration and a 41
percent increase in the secondary zone soot concentration.
(3) Radiation from soot for both fuels used in this study, within the
assumptions made in item no. 2, became the most dominant contributor over band
radiation from H20 and CO2 (a) in the primary zone at high inlet temPera-
tures (620 to 700 K) and mid range f/a ratios (0.01 to 0.0137) and (b) in the
secondary zone at mid to high pressures (71 to 172 N/cm2) and high f/a
ratios (0.013 to 0.016).
(4) At lower pressures the zone of increased liner temperature resulting
from the excess radiation from ERBSfuel over Jet A started in the primary
zone and extended toward the dilution zone as the f/a ratio increased. At
high pressure the zone of excess radiation from ERBSfuel over Jet A covered
nearly the entire liner length and was independent of f/a ratio.
(5) The peak excess ERBSbackside liner temperature over Jet A always
occured, except at lowest f/a ratio, about 12 cm downstream of the injector
face plate and was always less than 73 K higher while typically 30+18 K
higher. The increased temperatures indicated can reduce combustor liner life
up to 1/3 primarily because of the rapid decay in liner material properties
when operated beyond their design conditions.
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TABLE I. - RADIOMETERAND OPTICAL ACCESSPOSITIONS ON COMBUSTOR
{,
Location Type of penetration Axial Cold Angular
distance nitrogen circumvential
Zone Liner ring from window position
injector purge from
face, top,
x, deg
cm
Primary A Nonstandard-optical access (ref. 6) 5.8 Yes 300
Primary B Nonstandard-total radiometer 11.1 Yes 32
Secondary D Standard-total radiometer 16.9 Yes 0
Seconaary E Nonstandard-optical access (ref. 6) 20.5 No 300
Dilution G Standard-total radiometer 27.1 Yes 0
Dilution H Standard-optical access (ref. 6) 32.4 No 300
TABLE II. - FUEL CHARACTERISTICS
Specifications Jet A ERBS
ASTMDistillation, K 411 435
Initial boiling point 451 461
10 percent evaporated _ 479 488
50 percent evaporated 517 552
90 percent evaporated 531 601
Specific gravity at 289 K 0.8142 0.8381
Freezing point, K 226 244
Viscosity at 250 K, (M**2/sec) *i 000 000 5 7.2
Net heat of combustion, joules/gm 43304. 42585.
Hydrogen, percent by weight 13.9 12.9
Aromatics, percent by volume 17.2 35.0
Sulfur, total percent by weight 0.020 0.085
TABLEIll. - COMBUSTOROPERATINGCONDITIONS
Run Fue] Inlet Inlet Air mass Fuel-air Combustor SAE Exit Emissionby vo]ume,wet, ppm
number temperature,pressure, flow rate, mass exit smoke pattern
K N/cm2 kg/sec ratio temperature number factor UHC CO NO NOxi C02
K I
1 JETA 401 28.0 1.84 0.0060 614 0.178 843 802 15 16 12 700
2 ERBS 401 27.4 1.80 .0060 629 20.4 .183 168 481 15 15 13 800
3 JETA 400 27.9 1.82 .0075 670 .212 841 892 14 16 15 500
4 ERBS 400 27.4 1.81 .0075 679 12.8 .212 81 354 14 17 16 100
5 JETA 401 28.0 1.85 .0089 723 .262 785 923 19 21 18 200
6 ERBS 402 27.4 1.82 .0091 745 13.5 .225 153 429 17 19 20 300
7 JETA 536 34.2 1.54 .0155 1089 .251 5 165 65 69 31 100
8 ERBS 536 34.6 1.57 .0152 1067 23.4 .216 5 124 78 81. 32 600
9 JETA 699 34.2 1.17 .0102 1052 7.4 .175 2 70 77 78 21 900
i0 ERBS 701 34.1 1.21 .0100 1053 10.9 .136 3 48 80 86 22 600
11 JETA 701 34.3 1.19 .0125 1133 13.5 .183 2 73 111 113 26 500
12 ERBS 702 34.1 1.19 .0124 1130 .152 2 57 135 131 27 400
13 JETA 701 34.3 1.18 .0152 1206 .185 4 74 137 143 31 400
14 ERBS 700 34.2 1.20 .0153 1220 .177 2 67 170 176 33 ZOO
15 JETA 620 71.1 3.59 .0120 1059 28.0 .143 2 64 74 84 25 700
16 ERBS 621 71.6 3.54 .0121 1056 39.4 .234 i 60 97 109 26 900
17 JETA 621 71.2 3.58 .0137 1116 .202 5 64 88 98 29 000
18 ERBS 620 71.6 3.53 .0140 1121 43.3 .250 1 65 117 128 30 800
19 JETA 620 71.4 3.55 .0i61 1197 34.6 .212 1 68 108 120 33 300
20 ERBS 620 71.7 3.56 .0159 1189 42.5 .246 1 77 128 137 35 000
21 JETA 535 102. 4.66 .0156 1092 61.3 .276 4 40 88 99 32 900
21A JETA 537 105. 4.71 .0155 1094 55.8 .290 4 75 93 108 31 900
22 ERBS 535 104. 4.74 .0152 1088 60.0 .290 1 47 97 105 33 900
23 iJETA 702 104. 3.56 .0153 1240 42.0 .231 2 34 252 267 32 600
24 ERBS 702 104. 3.53 .0155 1233 46.0 .251 2 21 246 269 33 600
25 JETA 533 170. 6.90 .0161 1108 80.6 _334- 2 44 119 123 35 300
26 ERBS 534 173. 7.07 .0155 1096 77.6 .305 2 32 124 132 35 I00
27 JETA 700 172. 5.88 .0101 1070 48.2 .190 2 5 169 187 23 100
28 ERBS 699 172. 5.72 .0101 1066 55.5 .193 2 32 170 195 23 200
29 JETA 700 171. 5.83 .0127 1145 47.3 .229 I 9 276 300 27 800
30 ERBS 701 172. 5.68 .0127 1149 54.5 .234 1 37 277 311 27 900
31 JETA 699. 172. 5.85 .0156 1241 54.1 .252 1 13 295 311 33 700
32 ERBS b99. 172. 5.73 .0155 1242 54.6 .261 1 45 289 326 33 200
TABLEIV. - AVERAGE6ACKSIDELINER TEF_ERATURE_
Run Fue] Dome Ring A Ring B Rtng C ! Rtng D Rtng E Ring F Ring G Ring H Ring [ Ring J
nu_er temp.,K temp.,K te_p., temp.,K j!temp.,K temp.,K temp.,K t_.,K temp.,K temp.,K temp.,K
@x-2.3cm @x.5.6cm @x.12.7cm @x.16.3cml@x.19.3cmo@x-22.4@x,_6.4cm @x.3O.Ocm @x.34.5 ex.40.lcm @x-44.lcm
I JETA 414.4 402.1 446.1 436,2 427.2 419.7 430.6 454.0 473.8 522.3 453.0
2 ERBS 428.3 403.4 451.8 438.1 426.9 418.7 427.2 442.1 459.3 507.2 444.3
+13.9 +1.3 *5.7 +1.g -.3 -1.0 -3.4 -11.9 -14.5 -15.1 -8.7
3 JETA 414.9 401.5 454.6 443.7 434.3 424.6 436.3 461.8 484.6 550.4 467.7
4 ERBS 424.0 402.8 458.1 444.6 433.2 423.6 432.9 450.6 468.8 531.8 453.4
"*'9.1 "1.3 +3.5 +.9 -1.1 -1.0 -3.4 -11.2 15.8 -18.6 -14.3
5 JETA 415.7 402.3 460.4 450.1 441.8 431.1 443.1 467.6 492.2 570.4 478.8
6 ERBS 427.4 403.3 483.7 459.9 446.5 433.8 443.3 462.9 483.8 557.2 463.4
+11.7 .1.0 +23.3 *9.8 +4.7 "2.7 +.2 -4.7 -8.4 -13.2 -15.4
7 JETA 598.7 545.1 705.7 680.8 671.1 648.8 656.6 671.6 695.4 807.1 685.7
8 ERBS 614.3 548.3 742.9 717.8 705.2 674.9 670.4 671.7 698.4 782.2 633.9
+15.6 +3.2 +37.2 +37.0 +34.1 +26.1 +13,8 +.1 +3.0 -24.9 -51.8
9 JETA 791.6 715.9 845.1 817.1 795.2 777.4 793.4 810.8 " 83i.7 895.0 796.8
10 ERBS 813.8 721.9 874.2 831.2 805.1 782.3 786.1 792.9 816.4 866.7 756.1
+22.2 +6.0 +Z9.L +14.1 "9.9 +4.9 -7.3 -17.9 -15.3 -28.3 40.7
11 JETA 804.0 719.3 885.1 852.5 830.5 806.2 819.0 837.6 859.8 937.6 825.3
12 ERBS 820.6 725.6 932.2 878.8 846.2 815.9 815.9 821.1 848.4 906.3 779.2
-16.6 "6.3 *47.1 +26.3 +15.7 +9.0 -3.1 -16.5 -11.4 -31.3 -46.1
13 JETA 809.3 722.4 921.6 888.8 869.9 841.1 851.8 865.1 884.9 973.3 836.8
14 ERBS 825.4 727.7 994.2 943.7 909.6 869.0 861.9 879.1 863.2 952.6 805.2
+16.1 "5.3 +72.6 +54.9 +39.7 +27.9 "10.1 .14.0 -21.7 -20.7 -31.6
15 JETA! 673.0 627.3 761.3 740.6 722.3 695.3 707.9 746.2 767.6 862.5 727.5
16 ERBS 691.9 629.3 809.1 762.8 736.9 706.8 710.4 729.Z 753.7 840.1 690.1
; .18.9 +2.0 +47.8 +22.2 +14.6 +Ii.0 +2.5 -17.0 -13.9 -22.4 -36.8
17 'LJETAi 675.0 629.4 783.9 760.8 747.7 719.5 730.0 762.0 787.5 895.1 753.8
18 [RBSI 691.1 628.9 830.8 791.4 773.4 738.0 739.7 754.6 779.9 870.1 702.9
+16.1 -.5 *46.9 +30.6 +25.7 +18.5 +9.7 -7.4 -7.6 -25.0 -bO.8
19 JETA 675.4 629.4 809.3 786.2 775.4 747.2 758.3 784.7 811.7 936.8 781.7
20 ERBS 690.3 629.3 843.3 814.S 801.4 771.8 775.3 786.7 813.3 900.9 715.2
+14.9 -.I +34.0 +28.3 +26.0 +24.6 .17.0 +2.0 "1.6 -35.9 -66,5
21 JETA 597.4 541.2 733.3 705.2 698.2 668.4 681.6 690.3 708.7 805.3 658.6
22 ERBS 606.8 542.0 772.5 745.6 739.1 703.9 711.1 712.2 718.7 797.6 "656.8
+9.4 _.8 +39.2 +40.4 +41.5 +35.5 +29.5 +21.5 +10.0 -7.7 -1.8
21A JETA 598.1 544.6 736.6 716.2 708.5 674.4 681.5 688.3 707.9 806.6 613.2
22 ERBS 606.8 542.0 772.5 745.6 739.7 703.9 711.1 712.2 718.7 797.6 650.8
.8.7 *2.6 +35.9 +29.4 +31.2 +29.5 *29.5 +23.9 +10.8 -9.0 +43.6
23 JETA 783.4 712.8 945.5 909.5 891.3 854.2 852.1 863.6 892.7 974.6 833.4
24 ERBS 794.8 714.9 975.5 937.7 914.4 875.8 870.6 878.2 907.3 983.1 798.1
+11,4 +2,1 .30.0 +28,2 +23.1 +21.6 "18.5 "14.6 +14.6 +8.5 -35.3
25 JETA 601.3 539.0 745.9 721.3 714.7 681.7 699.3 709.6 711.9 799.2 609.5
26 ERBS 607.4 $39.1 758.6 735.9 728.8 690.2 706.1 715.3 715.2 792.3 627.9
'_.1 +.1 +12.7 +14.6 +14.1 +8.5 +6.8 +5.7 *3.3 -6.9 +18.4
27 JETAI 771.4 707.8 874.6 824.3 796.7 766.8 772.5 793.5 812.6 890.8 784.9
28 ERBSI 779.7 707.3 891.7 836.3 804.9 771.I 775.3 794.9 814.2 887.1 169.7 ;+8 3 -.5 "17 1 +12 0 +8.2 .4 3 +2.8 "1.3 +1 6 -3 -15 2
29 JETAI 774.6 71_1.6 904.6 856.3 829.7 795.4 797.8 817.3 835.4 933.6 806.7
k
30 ERBSi 786.8 710.4 926.7 875,2 845.5 807,1 807.3 824.2 843.1 932.3 790.6
+II.8 +1.8 +22.1 +18.9 +15.8 +ii.1 +9.5 +b.9 -7.7 -1.3 -16.1
1 JETA 75 9 07 i 14 2 8 .1 69 2 36.2 40 1 5 8 71 8 76 2 831 9
32 ERBS{ 786.1 707.8 932.8 902.5 884.4 845.8 852.6 864.8 681.Z 972.4 602.2
I "I0.2 _.; _18.6 *17.4 .15.2 "]2.6 +12.5 .I0.0 "9.4 -3._ -29.2
TABLEV. - COMBUSTORFUELFLOWPARAMETERS
Run Fuel Fuel Total Pressure Pressure Fraction
number temp., fuel mass drop across drop across of fuel
K flow rate primary _ozzle, secondarx nozzle, flowing in
gm/sec N/cm_ N/cm_ primary nozzle
1 JETA 305 11.1 88.1 1.00
2 ERBS 305 10.9 81.4 1.00
3 JETA 305 13.7 137. 1.00
4 ERBS 305 13.6 125. 1.00
5 JETA 304 16.6 201. 1.00
6 ERBS 303 16.6 194. 1.00
7 JETA 306 23.9 444. 1.00
8 ERBS 309 23.9 412. 1.00
9 JETA 321 11.9 114. 1.00
10 ERBS 322 12.1 111. 1.00
11 JETA 320 14.9 177. 1.00
12 ERBS 327 14.9 170. 1.00
13 JETA 313 18.2 261. 1.00
14 ERBS 330 18.4 258. 1.00
15 JETA 321 43.6 352. 6.3 .488
16 ERBS 311 42.9 309. 7.5 .478
17 JETA 314 49.2 346. 12.7 .425
18 ERBS 310 49.6 293. 16.0 .401
19 JETA 321 57.4 337. 22,.9 .361
20 ERBS 309 57.0 285. 27.3 .344
21 JETA 313 73.0 272. 53.3 .265
21A JETA 312 73.1 117. 0.00
22 ERBS 313 72.5 478. 43.8 .363
23 JETA 312 54.5 305. 28.2 .359
24 ERBS 311 54.8 262. 26.{_ .339
25 JETA 308 111. 296. 183. .184
26 ERBS 310 110. 317. 159. .195
27 JETA 312 59.2 227. 39.9 .283
28 ERBS 312 57.8 193. 35.0 .271
29 JETA 311 73.8 207. 66.5 .223
30 ERBS 312 72.0 180. 61.5 .216
31 JETA 310 91.7 241. 110. .195
32 ERBS 311 89.2 221. 102. .192
TABLEVI. - COMPUTERPROGRA_IRADSOUTPUTSUMMARY
Primary zone Secondary zone Dilution zone
Run Fuel Pres- Equi- Meas- Inferred Total Ratio Eoui- Meas- Inferred Total Ratio Equi- Meas- Inferrea Total Ratio
number sure, libruim ured soot primary band libruim ured soot secondary band to librium ured soot dilu- baga
arm tenkoer- radi- concen- zone to soot temper- radi- concen- zone soot temper- radi- concen- tion to soot
ature, ation, tration, radi- radi- ature, ation, tration, radi- radi- ature, ation, tration, zone raai-
K Wlcm2 glm3 ation, ation in K W/cm2 gm/m3 ation, ation in K Wlcm2 gm/m3 raai- ation in
W/cm2 primary W/cm2 second- ation, ailu-
zone ary Wlcm2 tionzone zone
I JETA 2.76 1222 2.58 0.679 2.83 1.27 1052 1.35 0.759 1.53 1.45 799 0.66 3.10 0.790 0.600
2 ERBS 2.70 1212 2.57 .754 3.09 1.36 1044 1.53 1.14 1.72 .993 793
3 JETA 2.76 1398 3.53 .338 4.34 2.29 1197 2.10 .526 2.34 1.66 892 .85 1.66 .990 .905
4 ERBS 2.70 1386 3.08 .262 3.78 2.82 1186 2.28 .716 2.77 1.48 885
5 JETA 2.76 1553 4.15 .136 5.18 4.46 1325 2.72 .308 3.44 2.79 976 1.06 1.00 1.21 1.2b
6 ERBS 2.70 1561 4.42 .172 5.33 3.33 1331 3.59 .617 4.23 1.36 980
7 JETA 3.38 2261 21.9 .236 25.6 1.34 1962 20.1 .614 21.0 .611 1451 6.42 .869 6.89 .813
8 ERBS 3.42 2225 23.2 .303 26.6 1.08 1925 23.7 .939 24.5 .440 1424
9 JETA 3.38 1911 22.7 .942 23.5 .426 1673 12.3 .913 12.9 .564 1307 5.02 1.44 5.36 .565
I0 ERBS 3.37 1879 23.8 1.16 25.8 .433 1645 10.3 .762 10.8 .571 1288
11 JETA 3.38 2123 32.2 .770 35.0 .492 1856 19.2 .883 20.0 .476 1429 7.34 1.32 7.77 .536
12 ERBS 3.37 2100 32.8 .859 35.3 .446 1835 16.7 .756 18.5 .649 1415
13 JETA 3.38 2332 39.2 .546 42.8 .549 2055 28.7 .809 31.3 .504 1567 10.5 1.16 11.0 .518
14 ERBS 3.37 2326 42.0 .623 45.3 .478 2048 31.1 .948 33.5 .432 1562
15 JETA 7.03 2026 41.1 1.43 42.9 .446 1756 1336
16 ERBS 7.06 2020 46.1 1.82 47.9 .371 1750 31.4 3.12 32.8 .337 1331
17 JETA 7.03 2177 48.4 1.08 50.5 .483 1888 1425
18 ERBS 7.06 2187 48.5 1.05 50.5 .484 1897 48.0 3.64 49.7 .273 1430
19 JETA 7.03 2359 53.0 .659 55.5 .665 2064 1548
20 ERBS 7.06 2333 47.0 .600 49.3 .681 2035 64.1 3.41 66.1 .251 1526
21 JETA 10.19 2281 39.1 .444 41.8 1.12 1971 61.4 4.28 63.7 .284 1456
21A JETA 10.19 2273 38.8 .450 41.6 1.12 1964 62.7 4.78 65.0 .273 1451
22 ERBS 10.26 2235 41.7 .615 44.4 .857 1926 70.1 12.4 72.7 .216 1424
23 JETA 10.23 2356 55.5 .651 58.5 .805 2065 70.1 3.56 72.6 .273 1573
24 ERBS 10.21 2357 62.2 .827 65.1 .637 2065 80.5 5.38 83.0 .225 1572
25 JETA 16.82 2322 45.1 .370 49.2 1.78 2009 80.5 8.65 83.7 .308 1481
26 ERBS 17.06 2262 47.6 .567 51.4 1.25 1949 86.6 27. 90. .24 1439
27 JETA 16.96 1902 58.9 5.97 61.6 .3aO 1665 30.1 4.56 32.1 .444 1301
28 ERBS 16.96 1889 64.0 11.1 66.8 .287 1653 31.6 5.90 33.5 .382 1293
29 JETA 16.96 2148 68.0 2.01 71.3 .492 1872 54.6 5.82 57.2 .350 1440
30 ERBS 16.96 2133 73.2 2.58 76.5 .415 1859 58.6 9.59 61.2 .300 1430
31 JETA 16.96 2384 61.0 .615 65.2 1.05 2087 87.6 5.77 90.9 .308 1587
32 ERBS 16.96 2363 66.1 .810 70.2 .813 2066 94.4 12.1 97.8 .259 1572
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This increased radiation resulted in liner temperature increases always less than
730 C. The increased radiation is shown by way of calculations to be the result
of increased soot concentrations in the combustor. The increased liner tempera-
tures indicated can substantially affect engine maintenance costs by reducing
combustor liner life up to 1/3 because of the rapid decay in liner material prop-
erties when operated beyond their design conditions.
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